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Gates
At Securitas Security Services Ireland we can provide a wide range
of Security Gates that can be used stand alone or alongside our
access control systems.
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Heavy Duty Rising Arm Barrier
From lorry parks, warehouses, freight depots, docks, road and private rail
bridges, the Heavy Duty rising arm traffic barrier is the one unit that will
withstand the extremes of traffic flow, site and weather conditions. The
unit is capable of spanning openings of up to 9 metres, the tough and
durable unit.
The Heavy Duty barrier can be controlled from a manned security point
or automatically by the vehicle occupant, using a wide range of access
control systems. Proximity card, radio , token, keypad and intercom,
combined with induction loop or photocell safety and close facilities,
ensure the barrier arm will open smoothly and efficiently upon activation.
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Electric Sliding Gate
Smooth, reliable and easy to use, the gate can be controlled by a wide
range of access systems including proximity card, push button, keypad,
token and radio control.
These combined with induction loop or photocell safety and close
facilities, makes this gate the one to choose on high risk and security
conscious sites.
Other standard features include a manual operation override facility in
case of power failure and a safety edge system, to prevent the gate
closing on pedestrians or vehicles.
Gate cappings / barbed wire gate tops, fire alarm activation and audible
alarms are available as optional extras.
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Electric Swing Gate
High security applications demand high performance solutions. swing
gates, with their robust design, delivers this and more besides.
Single leaf gates of up to 7 metres and double leaf gates of up to 14
metres, all open to a minimum of 90 degrees and provide maximum
vehicular access, making the swing gate ideal protection for high risk
security sites, such as warehouses, factories and military establishments.
Smooth, reliable and easy to use, the gates can be operated by a wide
range of access control systems such as proximity card, push button,
keypad, token or radio control. These, combined with induction loop or
photocell safety and close facilities, make the swing gate the one to
choose on high risk and security conscious sites.
Manually operated swing gates are also available, built to the same level
of design, construction and finish
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Pedestrian Gate
A Pedestrian Swing Gate allows pedestrian access and they provide
gates provide peace of mind in today’s uncertain world.
They control the movement of authorised users and deter those not
permitted on to site, or into an enclosed or restricted area.
Semi-Automatic Pedestrian gates, combined with an electric lock and
automatic closing device.
These can be fully integrated with a range of access control systems
such as card, push button, keypad or intercom, providing secure and
managed entry and exit to factory premises and leisure facilities.
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